FULL-SPECTRUM SERVICES FOR
MANAGING FLIGHT OPERATIONS
With integrated aviation products and
services from the industry-leading
FltPlan.com team at Garmin, pilots
and fleet owners can streamline their
operations with a full suite of proven
logistics solutions. These offerings
provide everything from basic flight
planning and filing to integrated safety
management and trip support tools.

FLIGHT PLANNING

FLIGHT SCHEDULING

FLEET MANAGEMENT

RUNWAY ANALYSIS

As one of the largest and most trusted electronic flight
planning services in North America, FltPlan.com files more
flight plans per year than any other provider. Seamless
interface with the Garmin Pilot™ app enables pilots to access,
edit and file flight plan data directly from their mobile devices.

FltPlan Manager is an integrated, web-based fleet tracking
program designed specifically for charter operations, large
flight departments and fractionals. FltPlan Manager gives
you insight into and control of your fleet from a single
administrative account.

INTERNATIONAL TRIP SUPPORT

FltPlan eAPIS service simplifies manifest submissions for your
international trips. In addition to eAPIS for the U.S., this service
offers Mexican and CARICOM APIS. Because the FltPlan eAPIS
and APIS services are integrated with your FltPlan account,
you’ll know if a manifest submission is required for your trip
when you create your flight plan.

Master your flight scheduling with FltLogic, the only flight
scheduling program that integrates with FltPlan.com. FltLogic
offers a comprehensive suite of features from trip requests
and approvals to flight planning and postflight reporting to
meet your complex and changing needs.

FltPlan runway analysis gives aircraft operators optimal
calculations to enhance the safety and efficiency of takeoffs
— while often enabling departures at heavier gross weights
than traditional performance calculations may allow.

To further simplify logistics, FltPlan offers international handling
for Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean — taking care of
any airspace fees, overflight and landing permits, aeronautical
planning to identify preferred routes, recommended airports of
landing and more. You can breeze through arrival formalities
with ground handling services, lodging and transportation all
arranged. No surprise bills or hidden fees

FULL-SPECTRUM SERVICES FOR
MANAGING FLIGHT OPERATIONS
RISK MANAGEMENT

Our FltPlan Safety Management System (SMS) provides you
with the tools necessary to create a safety culture based on
oversight and risk mitigation. Features and tools are designed
to encompass the key functional components of safety
policy, safety risk management, safety assurance and
safety promotion.

Our SMS integrates with FltPlan.com and lets you create multiple,
custom FRATs to accommodate the unique flying needs of
your operation. Records and documents are stored on FltPlan
secure servers for easy access by your team or for
compliance verification.

DOT COM (DCM) CALL SIGNS

FLIGHT TRACKING

For increased privacy and security, jets and turboprops can
fly using a DCM call sign, allowing you to select from
assigned and random call signs at will. As an FAA-approved
provider, the FltPlan DCM Call Sign program meets the
requirement for participation in the FAA’s Privacy ICAO
Address program.

An affordable FltPlan.com flight tracking solution allows
support personnel to privately monitor your aircraft’s
progress en route. Real-time ATC information, including
departure/arrival airports, aircraft type, departure/arrival
time, altitude, and groundspeed can be displayed.

PREDEPARTURE CLEARANCE
(PDC)

GARMIN PILOT™ APP

For jets and turboprops not equipped with a datalink,
PDCs are an efficient and hassle-free alternative to verbal
clearance delivery. PDC clearances are currently available
for IFR flight plans at 73 airports and can be received via
email or text and in your FltPlan.com account.

Turn your tablet or phone into the ideal cockpit companion.
The Garmin Pilot app puts full-featured navigation — including
our decades of experience with rich, interactive mapping, 3D
Vision, aviation weather, global flight plan filing, electronic
flight bag capabilities, optional traffic/weather, pilot logbook
and more — right at your fingertips.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THESE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES,
CONTACT SALES@FLTPLAN.COM

